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The Sacred Place 
a morphodynamic hypothesis 

for the foundation of human settlement1 

Gaétan Desmarais 

The article develops a morphodynamic hypothesis concerning the processes of 
production and perception of socio-cultural s ignif icat ions as a fundamental 
dimension which intervenes in the foundation of human sett lement. Starting with 
Gilles Ritchot's concept of "vacuum" , the article reassesses the propositions 
made by Jean Petitot which synthetize two fundamental semiotic theories: one by 
Algirdas Julien Greimas and the other by René Thorn. The article also retakes the 
René Girard's theory of the mimetic desire and the victimary mechanism in order 
to precise the nature of the dynamic process which operates the spatial investment 
and the affective perception of socio-cultural signif ications. This leads to a more 
rigourous definit ion of the "vacuum" , specifically its role in the foundation of human 
sett lement and the mor-phological structuration of geographical space. 

Tema SEMIOTIK 

O NE OF THE MAJOR PROBLEMS that has 

been brought out recently in the 
debate on the relationships berween 

semiotics and urban forms consists in the un
derstanding of how the production and the 
perception of socio-cultural significations can 
constitute a fundamental dimension which 
intervenes in the morphogenesis of human 
settlement. This problem enriches, consider
ably, the theoretical perspectives that are usu
ally envisioned in architectural semiotics; name
ly: the one adopted by the textual analysis 
which searches to reconstitute the ideologies 
that are subjacent to the different processes o f 
edification; and the other adopted by the archi
tectural grammars where signification always 

appears as a production and a perception of 
differences that are studied from the frame
work of a city already configurated and in com
plete functional activity. I n both cases, the sig
nification of the inhabited spaces is considered 
as the result o f a simple subjective projection, 
so that the question concerning the existence 
of spatial structures that are not only "ob
jective" but also "intrinsically significant" — 
what we call "organizational abstract forms" 
that are deployed in the geographical space 
and that precede the edification of architec
tural forms —, is not posed. 

This is not the case for the several works that 
have been produced on the basis of the 
"structural theory o f urban form" conceived 
by Gilles Ritchot in human geography. These 
works reveal the existence of such spatial 
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structures2, and they propose an "emergent" 
conception o f the global organization o f ci
ties 3. Their main argumentative posture is to 
introduce an anthropological and political dy
namic in order to make explicit the processes 
through which the socio-cultural significa
tions spatialize themselves by generating a geo
graphical space that is morphologically struc
tured in domains by qualitative discontinui
ties. The study of those emergent processes con
stitutes a preamble for all semiotics o f archi
tectural edification. They allow to understand 
how the concrete forms o f human settlement 
are susceptible o f acquiring a signification 
through the spatial genesis of their positional 
relationships. This is the reason why, hence
forth, we can formulate the hypothesis accor
ding to which the spatial organization of archi
tectural forms depends on a morphological ab
stract structure of the geographical space in which 
places themselves are anthropologically and poli
tically significant. 

Formulation of a twofold problem 
A good way to develop this morphodynamic 
hypothesis consists in approaching the ques
tion of the foundation of human settlement by 
reassessing the concept o f "vacuum », which 
was introduced by Gilles Ritchot (1977, 1982, 
1985), in order to explain how a very particular 
site, which appears to be intrinsically signifi
cant, exercises an attraction and repulsion dy
namic on the subjects's appropriation behavi
ours. In previous works 4, we have demon
strated that the vacuum is a "sacred place" 
reserved for the permanent dwelling o f a sym
bolic and juridical-constituent instance of the 
social order: an "asymmetrical Other". This 
instance is the guarantee o f the "rule o f pro
perty" which imposes permissions and prohi
bitions in the relations between the subjects 
and the objects, and it takes charge o f the 
socic-cultural significations in order to spati
ally invest them in the geographical space. 
Therefore, to understand the emergence of the 
vacuum as well as its role in the foundation o f 

cities, it is relevant to situate ourselves in a con
text where the asymmetrical Other and the 
rule of property are not operative. I n this situa
tion of origin, the affective dimension of the 
subjects does not superimpose itself upon sig
nifications that are previously perceived, cog-
nitively, and invested spatially. O n the con
trary, the affectivity conditions both the sub
jects's perception and the spatial investment 
itself, the asymmetrical Other and the rule of 
property that mediates the appropriation be
haviors wi l l constitute its outcome. The emer
gence of the vacuum posits a difficult "aesthe
tic" problem. Its resolution requests the com
prehension of the two following complemen
tary processes: 

i) on the object side, we need to reconstitute 
the existence of an unconscious spatial invest
ment of the subject's affects that transform a 
site into an intrinsically significant vacuum 
whose significations are cognitivily undeci
pherable for the subject; 

ii) on the subject side, we need to reconsti
tute the existence o f an unconscious and affec
tive perception o f the significations which 
emanate from the vacuum; this process not 
only transforms the significations into axio-
logical values which are cognitivily decipher
able, but also institutes the rule of property 
which defines the permissions and prohibi
tions that overdeterminate the subject's settle
ment in the geographical space. 

In order to advance the solution of this two
fold problem, we wi l l first reassess the pro
positions made by Jean Petitot concerning the 
existence of an "aesthetic"component which is 
subjacent to the processes of both production 
and perception o f signification. The advant
age o f these propositions consists in the syn
thesis o f two fundamental semiotic theories: 
the theory proposed by Algirdas Julien Grei-
mas which insists on the formal articulation o f 
axiological values; and the theory o f the sali-
encies and pregnancies, formulated by René 
T h o m , according to which those values are 
characterized by a substantial and affective con-
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tent. Thereafter, we wi l l use the René Girard's 
theory o f the mimetic desire and the v ict im-
ary mechanism in order to precise the nature 
of the dynamic process which operates the 
spatial investment and the affective perception 
of socio-cultural significations. This approach 
wi l l lead us to define more rigourously the 
concept o f "vacuum", specifically its role in the 
foundation of human settlement and the mor
phological structuration of geographical space. 

A deep aesthetic component 
Semiotics's theory forged by Algirdas Julien 
Greimas reconstitues the existence of a funda
mental semantic which is composed by anthro
pological and basic existential values. These 
values are called "interoceptivical semes" and 
they correspond to what Claude Lévi-Strauss 
has labelled "uncouscious codes" (Life/Dead, 
Nature/Culture, Sacred/Profane, Divine/Hu
man, Man/Woman, etc.) 5. Their investment 
into the objects transforms their mode of ex
istence from "virtual "to "actual". The agent, 
which assures this conversion, is called a "trans
cendant noological Addresser". This instance 
is the actantial equivalent in semiotics of the 
asymmetrical Other in the structural theory o f 
urban form. The Addresser is the guarantee o f 
the virtual values. In pronouncing itself about 
their truthfulness and their falseness, it confers 
to the interoceptivical semes a status of "axio-
logical values". I n actualizing them into ob
jects, it communicates those values to the sub
jects without relinquishing them. The subjects 
become "subjects of deprivation" which en
gage themselves in quests oriented toward the 
appropriation of objects. The transcendant 
noological Addresser finds itself, thereby, at 
the source of the subjects's intentionality for 
objects. I t assures the "intentional conversion" 
over which the projection o f the paradigmatic 
axis o f values on the syntagmatic axis of ac
tions rests. 

But what happens in the case where this 
Addresser does not exists a priori? According 
to Jean Petitot: 

"the fact that Addressers do not exist (...), 
which guarantee the conformity of the 
subjects's desire to the objective properties of 
objects (...), renders the veridiction unde
cipherable. The being does not function as 
the presupposition of the veridictory opera
tions, but as their result" (1985b: 300). 

In other words, the subjects cannot, anylonger, 
adjudicate on the truthfulness or the falseness 
of the values, since the participative commu
nication wi th the Addresser is interrupted. 
The values no longer possess the axiological 
status o f cognitively decipherable significa
tions. Those values are undecipherable and 
remain virtual, because they cannot be actual
ized into objects. The absence o f the noologi
cal Addresser unleashes a crisis concerning the 
subjects's desire. The cognitive interpretation 
of the latter is not in conformity, anymore, 
w i t h the mythical level of the virtual values and 
it finds itself subverted by the affective dimen
sion. In this context, the affectivity of the sub
jects does not connotes axiological values 
which are stable in their truthfulness or their 
falseness — affectivity precedes values. Jean 
Petitot insists: 

"the mythical level and the cognitive level 
separate themselves and enter into conflict. 
The cognitive level does not conform itself 
anymore to the values that are produced by 
the fundamental semantic and it finds itself 
subverted by the affectivity (the thymic cate
gory and the pathos)" (1985b: 40). 

Therefore, the subjects function in a purely 
"aesthetic way". They are structurally con
strained to apprehend the virtual values 
throughout the sensible forms of paysage, 
what Jean Petitot described in those terms: 

"the non conformity between the cognitive 
level and the subjacent mythical level con
ducts to a structural ignorance.The aesthetic 
subject is an alienated modal subject, dis
joined of the truthfulness concerning the 
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values retained by the noological Addressers. 
It is an existential and tragic subject deter
mined by an "unconscious" which figura
tively encodes values that remain inaccesible 
to itself - virtual - which cannot be actual
ized in the objects whose axiological content 
is in conformity with the fundamental se
mantic" (1985b: 40). 

The "aesthetic" status of the subjects is char
acterized by a structural ignorance and un-
decypherableness concerning the truthfulness 
of the virtual values. According to Jean Petitot: 

"this "aesthetic" status of the semiotics sub
ject is opposed (...) to a "theological" status 
characterized by a double conformity bet
ween the cosmological Addressers and the 
noological Addressers (in other words bet
ween the cognitive level and the mythical 
level) and the aesthetic judgement of the sub
ject to the virtual values (which have become 
actualized)" (1985b: 40). 

For the aesthetic subjects, the values are pure 
"proprioceptivical affects", euphorical and dys-
phorical emotional tensions - that is to say, 
the thymical pulsions which are linked to the 
mental image of their " l iving body" and which 
are constitutive of their imaginary. These af
fects are diffused throughout the sensible 
world and transform it into a significant en
vironment by attaching themselves to very 
particular sallient forms. We consider that the 
vacuum, as a "sacred place" that finds itself on 
the foundation o f human settlement, is func
tioning as such a form: it does not constitute 
an object whose significations are cognitively 
interpretated by the subjects, but an "object o f 
desire" whose values are affectively invested 
and perceived. The intentionality of the sub
ject for such an object o f desire results from a 
twofold process contained in subjective aware
ness. O n the one hand, it depends on a 
"figurative conversion" which spatially invests 
the proprioceptivical affects of the subject into 
a vacuum. O n the other hand, it depends on a 

"figurative veridiction" which transforms the 
affects that emanate from the vacuum into a 
system of axiological values that are cognitively 
decypherable. 

To attain a deeper understanding of this 
matter, it is relevant - following Jean Petitot — 
to make use of the concepts of "saliencies" and 
"pregnancies" which where proposed by René 
Thorn (1980,1981,1988). From among all sens
ible forms, René Thorn distinguished two 
fundamental classes: the sallient forms which 
are sensorial stimuli that detached themselves 
from their content; the pregnant forms, whose 
perception activates overwhelming physiolo
gical and behavioral reactions from the sub
jects. According to Jean Petitot: 

"the pregnancies's theory allows to develop a 
conception (...) of the intentionality that re
lates the subjects to their objects of value. 
Such a theory makes explicit the fact that the 
perception of meaning is the result of a deep 
process in which semantic pregnancies are 
grasped by subjective awareness through an 
actantial syntax, in other words through the 
destinies of values investment into objects. 
Furthermore, it shows that the semes of the 
fundamental semantic (...) are not conscious 
significations which can be, thereafter, thy-
mically invested. These are pulsional and 
unconscious thymical contents, which are 
both interoceptivical and proprioceptivi
cal. To distinguish them from the semes, we 
could qualify them as semantic pregnan
cies. The semantic pregnancies constitute 
the substantial face of the virtual and ab
stract values" (1986:175). 

For the animal, the "aesthetic" investment and 
perception would be fundamental processes, 
inasmuch as certain pregnant forms, which are 
biologically significant (prey, predator, sexual 
partners), exercise a rather efficacious fascina
tion that leads to a non-distinction between 
the "internal self" and the "external self" o f 
the subject. I n this concern, René T h o m ex
presses the following: 



"according to my general theory of langu
age, in the beginning, the animal is an orga
nism constantly fascinated by certain forms 
of the exterior world which display extra
ordinary capacities of pregnancies; particu
larly, the forms of predator and prey. From 
the moment the predator is starving, it has 
the tendency to see preys everywhere; it's true 
for the animal but also for Man. Man has 
been able to escape from the appeal promp
ted by certain external forms which lead 
him to a kind of an alienation of his psyche 
through a process that is both of extension 
and weakening. This has given pregnancy to 
forms that, biologically, had no interest what
soever and, simultaneously, has succeeded 
in making concrete the incarnation of this 
artificial pregnancy in a concept represen
ted by a word of language. In short, I see 
language as a construction of a sort of iden
tity between the true self and the exterior self 
(the other self) which is the prey (the prey is 
an alienating entity of the true self); to re
construct the true self, to maintain it in pre
sence of the alienating self of the exterior 
world, the psyche constructs a barrier and 
this barrier is language itself. From the 
moment we acknowledge an external ob
ject, which we can associate to a noun, its 
alienating power ends. Thereby, the acknow
ledgement of an object is a way to incarnate 
oneself in it, allowing us, at the same time, to 
preserve our autonomy. I believe that the ori
gin of language is precisely this: a process 
that allows to disarm the power of fascina
tion of external forms through the con
struction of concepts" (1983:153-154). 

The psychic development of Man has lead to 
an integration of non-biologically significant 
forms through an extension and a weakening 
o f the diffusion power of pregnancies, and 
thereby the possibility to establish a qualitative 
distinction between the "interior self" and "ex
terior self" o f the subject. In this regard, i t is 
pertinent to observe that, contrary to Man, 

animals never renounce to satisfy their needs 
inside their group. Ethology teaches that ani
mal groups organize themselves through do
mination relationships where, for example, the 
dominated males cannot have sexual partners 
since the dominant males have captured rhem 
all. I n the animal species, no prohibition what
soever, nor any exogamic system, can institute 
itself because, in their immediacy, animals 
never renounce ro satisfy their needs. The con
generic animals would never renounce to the 
most accessible pregnant forms. A crucial ques
tion arises: what can drive an animal in the pro
cess o f hominization to differ the satisfaction 
o f its needs ? Which particular dynamic pro
cess is susceptible o f operating an effective ex
tension and weakening o f the diffusion power 
of pregnancies through an "aesthetic" percep
tion and investment ? 

From the mimetic desire 
to the victimary mechanism 
The reconstitution of this dynamic process 
can adequately avail itself through the René 
Girard's thesis concerning the appropriation 
mimesis: " i f an individual perceives one of its 
congener by extending its hand toward an ob
ject, i t is immediatly tempted to imitate the 
other's gesture" (Girard, 1978:16). In this trian
gular syntactic device which onset presupposes 
a structural ignorance, what originates the sub
ject's facination is not the particular qualities 
of the object, but rather the desire that the 
Other has for the object itself. For the subject, 
the Other is at one and the same time a "mo
del" to be imitated and a "rival" to be elimi
nated because they are both trying to appro
priate the same object. O n the grounds o f nu-
merus ethological observations about animal 
social behaviors, René Girard remarks that, 
among the superior mammals, this appropri
ation mimesis and the rivalry which proceeds 
from i t , due to the factual convergence of the 
desire toward one and only pregnant form, are 
denied by domination relationships which 
bifurcate the desires to opposite directions: 
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"the individual or individuals that dominate 
(...) are frequently located in a central posi
tion. They are constantly observed and imi
tated by the other males that are situated in 
the periphery. That is to say that the imita
tion operates throughout all attitudes and be
haviors of the dominant animals with the ex
ception of the appropriation behaviors (...). 
Expelled from the domain where it provokes 
the rivalry, the imitation enforces itself in all 
other domains and it orientes itself toward 
the most powerful animal, the one that is 
capable of assuring the protection of the 
group, not only by itself, but as the leader 
and model of all the others; it determines the 
attitude of the group, which grants the sig
nal of attack or retreat, etc." (1978:127-128). 

Among the species in the upper stages o f evo
lution, it would be the "intensification" of the 
mimetic rivalry that wi l l destruct the domi
nation relationships and produce the emer
gence of rather complex relations on the sym
bolic level. For René Girard, it would be at the 
moment when: 

"the mimetic conflicts become sufficiently 
intense, for preventing the direct solutions 
which achieve the animal forms of society, 
that a mechanism outset itself through a first 
crisis, or a série of crisis, and generates the 
"differed" forms, symbolic and human, of 
culture" (1978:132). 

This intensification engenders the passage from 
the appropriation mimesis, which disarrays the 
members of the group against each other since 
they covet the same pregnant forms, to the an
tagonism mimesiswhose ultimate end result is 
the unity of all against a common adversary. 
The antagonism mimesis culminates wi th the 
collective murder of a "emissary scapegoat" 
who is victimized. I n assuring the extension 
and the weakening of diffusion power o f preg
nancies, this victimary mechanism constitutes 
the dynamic process which characterizes the 
hominization: 

"between the animal nature itself and the 
becoming of humanity, there is a true rup
ture and it is the collective murder rupture, 
in and of itself capable of assuring organiza
tions founded on prohibitions and rituals, 
whatevet embryonic state they are in. There
fore, it is possible to install the genesis of 
human culture in nature, by attaching it to a 
natural mechanism without removing that 
what is specifically and exclusivelly human" 
(1978:136). 

In the figurative conversion perspective, the 
victimaty mechanism concurs to the extension 
of the diffusion power of pregnancies. Since 
the "emissary scapegoat" is the victim of all 
subjects, it is on its corpse where the collective 
sight is focus upon. Beyond the biological sig
nificant pregnant forms, the corpse of the vic
t i m acquires the status o f a pregnant form o f 
a new type. Reconciled through ignorance 
against and around the victim, the subjects are 
aesthetically fascinated by its corpse. This sail-
lient object is penetrated by the affects which 
were strongly felt by the protagonists of the 
collective murder. Their dysphorical tensions 
and their euphorical loosening, suscitated by 
the mimetic crisis and its violent resolution, 
figuratively invested themselves in the saillient 
form o f this corpse. Found guilty of the de
structive violence and the unificated peace, the 
corpse o f the victim becomes a singular preg
nant form that grasps the repulsive affects, 
signifying "the life that brings death", and the 
attractive affects signifying "the death that 
brings life". 

In the figutative veridiction perspective, the 
victimary mechanism provokes the weakening 
o f the diffusion power of pregnancies. These 
affects do not diffuse themselves anylonger on 
a large number of different pregnant forms. 
They are confined, henceforth, on a singulat 
pregnant form, the corpse of the victim which 
is, as an object of desire, tightly l ink to the sig
nifications concerned wi th "life" and "death". 
A t the moment where the reconciliation inter-



rupts the reciprocal violence, the typically ani
mal indifference over and against the corpse 
gives way to a fascinated attention which, here
after, is typically human. The subjects are aes
thetically overwhelmed by this pregnant form 
from which emanate dysphorical and eupho-
rical affects. I n the imaginary of the subjects, 
these pregnancies acquire the status of sym
bolic significations and articulate themselves 
in an elementary axiology representing the 
individual and collective destiny. René Girard 
insists on this transformation: 

"this corpse signifies for the whole commu
nity the return to peace, the advent of every 
cultural possibility, that is to say, for men, 
every possibility of life. It is on the recon-
ciliatory virtues of the emissary victim that 
we should attribute, for men, the conjoint 
discovery, on the corpse itself, of everything 
that can be named death and everything that 
can be named life" (1978:115). 

The victimary mechanism makes viable the 
comprehension o f the finality which motivates 
the diverse funeral rites, that is to say the re
fusal to perceive death only as the cessation o f 
life and to overlook the corpse of the congener 
as i f i t was mere rubbish. Since, i f the corpse 
o f the sacrificial v ic t im is a pregnant form, 
we could infer that, for the protagonists o f 
the murder, it is not a matter to be abandon
ed. Thereby, this pregnant form is submitted 
to a particular treatment which reproduces, 
through a diversity of scene stagings, the mo
ments o f fear and joy provoked by the mimetic 
crisis, its violent resolution and the peaceful-
ness it creates: 

" i t is always as a sepulcher in which culture 
unfolds. The sepulcher, its always the first 
monument to be erected around the emis
sary victim, the primary ground of signifi
cations, the foremost elementary and the 
predominantly fundamental" (1978:117). 

The deep finality which underlies the instaur-
ation of funeral rites fullfills, in this manner, 

the crossing over through the critical moment 
o f hominization. The dysphorical and eupho-
rical pregnancies are, from the outset, sesthetic-
ally invested in the corpse of the emissary vic
t i m who is found guilty for the destruction o f 
the previous communal links and the estab
lishment o f a new social order. Thereafter, 
these pregnancies are extended to all the mem
bers o f the community, they loose their power 
to invade by confining themselves in axio
logical values that symbolized the thymical 
dimension which is the source of both "life" 
and "death". Ultimately, when the time comes 
for each one's death, funeral rites are elabor
ated to commemorate the foundational mo
ment o f the social order6. 

The concept of "vacuum" 
From the victimary mechanism as a dynamic 
process, it is relevant to withhold the three sub
sequent fundamental consequences concern
ing the role o f the vacuum in the foundation 
o f human settlement. 

i) the rule o f property is instaurated in order 
to differ the process of satisfaction of the sub
ject's needs. This rule spreads out the uncon
scious desires in different directions, and alters 
rhe subjects from violent conflicts by imped
ing the unsettling of the appropriation mime
sis. In its various forms, this rule establishes a 
dialectic o f both permissions and prohibi
tions 7. O n the one hand, it allows the subjects's 
residence around the vacuum, where the fune
ral rite takes place, and which is reserved for 
the sacrificial victim. O n the other hand, it pro
hibits the residence inside the vacuum which 
apprehends by contact the pregnancies that 
emanate from the saillient corpse of the victim. 
I n doing so, the rule of property comports i t 
self as the "spatial actualization operator" o f 
the basic anthropological significations: "Life/ 
Death", "Nature/Culture", "Sacred/Profane"8; 

ii) in revealing death as a power which is at 
one and the same time "evil" and "good", "ter
rifying" and "adorable", the sacrificial vict im is 
deified: it acquires the status of a transcendent 
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noological Addresser, an asymmetrical Other 
which, in so far as i t is the source and the 
guarantee of the rule of property, situates itself 
in the "sacred" vacuum from now on pro
hibited to all permanent "profane" settlement; 

iii) in virtue of the tule of property, certain 
subjects can constitute themselves in a dele
gate's role which mediates the communication 
wi th the transcendent noological Addresser. 
The rule of property integrates the dimension 
of power w i t h that of mobility; thereby pro
voking the disappearance of the primitive no
madism as the gender of life shared by all sub
jects. I n accordance w i t h the attractiveness and 
the repulsiveness exercised on all subjetcs by 
the prohibited vacuum, in which the preg
nancies of the victim are figurativily conver
ted, the dissapearance of the primitive gender 
of life, which now exists at a residual state, pas
ses through the sedentarization of a certain 
group o f subjetcs, which loose the political 
control of their trajectories o f mobility, bene
fitting the delegates for which the political 
control of mobility had became the priviledge 
o f an adventitious selective nomadism 9. 

The urban form theory contends that the 
location of the settlement's prohibition detet-
mines the position of the site chosen for the 
foundation o f cities. This site would be the 
allowed domain " informed" by the prohibi
ted domain, the latter constituting a "sacred" 
vacuum reserved for the inhumation o f the 
sacrificial v i c t i m 1 0 . This thesis retakes another 
commentary posed by René Girard: 

" i t is a commonplace to think that truthful
ness is engraved in the very structure of the 
communities, in central points from which 
everything radiates and which constitute, 
more often than not, the symbolic places of 
a collective unity from which we should not 
suspect, a priori, the original character, often 
confirmed, but less so, by archeological ex
cavations" (1972:460). 

I n this concern, the author posits examples 
from Greece, where certain "sacted places" cor

respond to the glorified heroes grave, the om
phalos, the agora's stone and, lastly, the epitome 
of the polis, the common centrum, Hestia. 
René Girard adds: 

"the traditions attached to these places, and 
the ritual origin of the functions that are 
associated to these places themselves, con
firmed (...) the hypothesis that situates the 
sacred murder at the origin of the polis (...). 
It is from these symbolic places of unity (...) 
that every religious form is born, the cult is 
established, the space is organized, a his
torical temporality is installed, a first social 
life is brought forth, this is how Durkheim 
comprehended the matter as well. This is 
where everything begins, here lies the start
ing point from which everything departs, 
therein everything returns, when discord re
appears, here everything ends" (1972:461). 

O n his part, René Thorn proposes to conceive 
the functioning o f the sacred as a prolongation 
of the animal fascination in mankind. This 
conception confirms our hypothesis concer
ning the aesthetic status o f the vacuum: 

"the sacred partakes with the beauty this 
character of being intermediary between sali-
ency and pregnancy. It always entails an ele
ment of location: it is always somewhere 
(...). The sacred object (or the sacred place) 
exerts on the human subject a pregnancy of 
infinite intensity, at once attractive and re
pulsive. This infinite force immobilizes the 
subject in front of the source's form" (1990: 
106-107). 

The concept o f "vacuum" allows us to formu
late a deeper understanding of these observa
tions concerning the "sacred places". As a se
condary pregnant form, the vacuum is the sa
lient domain invested by the ptegnancies o f 
the sacrificial victim. At the anthropological 
level, the vacuum functions as a pregnant form 
which produces, figuratively, its own codifi
cation of symbolic significations. The vacuum 
is an "object o f desire" coverted and dreaded 



by all subjects. A t the level of the territorial ap
propriation dynamic, the vacuum situates a 
residential prohibition. It functions at once and 
the same time as an "attractive basin" and as a 
"repulsive site", that is to say, as a basin that 
attracts to itself the subjects's trajectories o f 
mobility, and as a site that repels these trajec
tories toward the exterior and constrains the 
subjects to establish their settlement at a "good 
distance". 

Thereby, the "sacred" vacuum organizes the 
abstract structuration of the "profane" geogra
phical space which surrounds i t , not only for 
the extreme situation represented by the ho-
minization process, but also for all hisrorical 
situations where the fundational symbolism 
o f the social l ink emerges 1 1. I n these contexts, 
the victimary mechanism appears as the u l t i 
mate phase o f violent mimetic crisis provoked 
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this article. He expresses his sincere appre
ciation to Jesus Nieves-Mitaynezx, doctoral 
student ar Laval University, Québec, for his 
precious assistance in the english transla
t ion of this article. Mr . Nieves-Mitaynezx 
has also received financial resources from 
the SSHRCC strategical program. 

2. The structural theory of the urban form was 
initialy elaborated in the context of a study 
concerning the patrimonial real esrate o f 
Montréal, Canada (Ritchot et alii, 1977). 
Afterwards, the theory has been applied to 
numerus cities and neighborhoods, and it 
has been further developed by Gilles Rit
chot who has gathered these analyses in his 
"Prémisses d'une théorie de la forme ur
baine" (1985). Since then, the urban form 
theory has been enriched by a semiotic com
ponent and it has developed links w i t h the 
dynamic structuralism (Ritchot, 1991; Rit
chot and Mercier, 1992; Desmarais, 1991, 
1992a, 1993,1995). 

by the progressive abolition of the prohibitions 
which founded the previous order o f differ
ences that was ruling the relationships between 
the members of a community. Released by this 
process of indifferentiation, the collective mur
der engenders the formation of a "sacred" va
cuum which emerges from the site where the 
sacrificial victim is buried. The attractive and 
repulsive pregnancies, which emanate from this 
source form, play an essential role in the choice 
of the site for the subjects's settlement in the 
surrounding geographical space. I n locating a 
residential prohibition, the "sacred" vacuum de
termines the spatial position o f the "profane" 
settlement. The internal morphological struc
turation of this settlement is related to the 
socio-cultural significations that are invested 
in the "sacred" vacuum. 

3. For further precisions concerning the emer
gent conception o f structures which is op
posed to the conventional projective con
ception, see Desmarais (1992 b). 

4. The concepr o f "vacuum" finds itself in the 
center of a morphodynamic model concer
ned wi th the genesis o f human settlement. 
This model, which is called the "morpho-
genetic process", traverses four structural 
levels of reality (anthropological, political, 
geographical and economical). For a de
tailed presentation, see Desmarais (1991, 
1992a, 1993,1995). 

5. For the definitions of semiotic concepts that 
we are using, see Greimas and Courtes 
(1979,1986). 

6. For an example of such funeral rites in rela
tion with the morphological structuration of 
the Bororo village, see Desmarais (1992b). 

7. The hypothesis o f the rule of property, as a 
third term which mediates the relations bet
ween the subject and the resources o f the 
exterior milieu, was introduced by Ritchot 
(1979). It was further developed in human 
geography by Mercier (1986,1990,1992). Its 
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role in the morphogenetic process of the hu
man settlement has been made explicit in 
Desmarais (1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1993, 1995). 
Recently, Mercier and Ritchot (1994) have 
formulated an hypothesis according to which 
the tule o f property and the vacuums that 
structured the geographical space constitute 
the foundation o f law. 

8. I n the morphogenetic process of human 
settlement, the rule of property is the l ink 
between the anthropological and political le
vels, see Desmarais (1991,1992a, 1993,1995). 

9. The political control of mobility constitutes 
a central hypothesis in the structural theory 
of urban form. It allows to transcend the in 
sufficiencies o f the empiricist conception of 
genders o f life, the nomadism and the se-
dentarity. According to the aforementioned 
theory, the nomadism and the sedentarity 
are conceived as "actants" who entertained 
dialectical conflicts in order to acquire and 
preserve the political control o f their mobil
ity trajectories in the geographical space. 
For further precise definitions, see Ritchot 
(1985,1991), Ritchot and Mercier (1992), and 
Desmarais (1991,1992a, 1992b, 1993,1995). 

10. I n Desmarais (1993, 1995), we have ana
lyzed in detail this foundational dynamic, 
particularly the example provided by the 
city of Paris. 

11. For example, in Desmarais (1993,1995), we 
have demonstrated that the location of the 
Celtic Lutecia was dependent, not on the 

natural virtues of the Cite island, but rather 
on its peripherical position in relation to 
the central sanctuary o f la Gaule situated 
more toward the North , in the plain o f 
Lendit. Such an indo-european anthropolo
gical spatial investment has conditioned the 
choice of the insular site for the foundation 
o f the initial urban pole in the South. This 
pole was at a "good distance" of a highly preg
nant place for all subjects, since it was i n 
vested by symbolic significations which 
were simultaneously attractive and repul
sive. The "sacred" vacuum of Lendit was 
prohibited for the establishment of the "pro
fane" settlement. It was invested by the 
three divine functions of "sovereignty", 
"force" and "fertility". This is the reason why 
the Cite island was divided in three spatial 
domains reserved for the following social 
classes: "ptiestly", "military" and "econo
mical". In these works, we have also de
monstrated that an inversion of the repul
sive and atttactive polatities between the 
places of death and life has resulted from 
the christianization and the martyr's cult 
during the decline of the Roman Empire. 
This inversion has provoked an evasion o f 
pilgrims toward the cemeteries located in a 
peripherical collar which receives from now 
on both life and death. This collar was i n 
vested by a "fusion of death and life" and i t 
has polarized the foundation o f numerus 
abbies in the surrounding of Paris. 
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